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We have demonstrated a proof-of-concept optical device that can produce true time delays for a phased-
array radar. This device combines White cells of differing lengths with a spatial light modulator to select
between the paths on multiple bounces of a given beam. The approach can handle thousands of light
beams and produce hundreds of different delays. The number of delays is proportional to the square of
the number of bounces. © 2002 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

Large phased-array antennas can contain hundreds
of antenna elements, but to steer the radar beam
requires independently controllable time delays for
each antenna in the array. Phase shifting works
well only for a single frequency; true time delays
�TTDs� are required for broadband antennas.1 The
delays required may vary from picoseconds to hun-
dreds of nanoseconds, depending on the bandwidth of
the antenna and the required steering resolution.
Implementing these time delays electronically, how-
ever, is unappealing because of the long lengths of
coaxial cable or strip line required and the concomi-
tant weight and cost.

Optical approaches are more attractive. In opti-
cal TTD, the signal from �or to� each antenna element
is intensity modulated onto a separate light beam,
and each light beam is directed through paths of
varying lengths to introduce relative time delays.
These paths can be in fibers or waveguides2–17 or in
free space.18–21 Most approaches use fibers or
waveguides. Free-space approaches generally have
lower loss, but beam divergence over long optical
paths can create a need for physically large compo-
nents, particularly switches. This problem is com-
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pounded when many beams must be simultaneously
controlled as in large phased-array radars.

Our approach falls in the free-space category but is
designed to avoid the divergence problem. It is
based on the White cell,22 an arrangement of three
spherical mirrors that produces a multiple-bounce
pattern for a given input beam. It has the added
feature of refocusing the beam to a new spot on each
pass. In a previous paper23 we proposed several op-
tical TTD devices, in which we adapted the White cell
to TTD by replacing one of the mirrors with a spatial
light modulator �SLM� and then using the SLM to
control the number of times the light beams bounced
and thus the time delay. In that linear demonstra-
tion, the number of delays was proportional to the
number of bounces.

In this paper we report on the demonstration of a
quadratic time-delay cell, in which the number of
delays that can be obtained is proportional to the
square of the number of times a beam passes through
the White cell. It should be noted that the greater
the number of different delays, the greater is the
number of directions in which the radar beam can be
steered, an important figure of merit. The number
of bounces a given beam can make in the TTD device
is limited by the space–bandwidth product of the
SLM �related to the number of pixels�, as well as the
loss. The loss is expected to be the limiting factor.

A second figure of merit for TTD devices is the
number of light beams �and thus antenna elements�
that can be controlled simultaneously. More beams
means a larger array and better �radar� beam shap-
ing. In the case of the White cell approach, the num-
ber of beams is limited by the number of available
pixels of the SLM.

An ideal TTD device would have both a large num-



ber of light beams and a large number of different
delays attainable. Such goals are achievable for
high-space–bandwidth-product SLMs such as micro-
electromechanical �MEM� micromirror arrays, which
may have millions of pixels. Such a MEM device has
been in use by Texas Instruments for display appli-
cations for several years. Because MEM devices de-
signed for optical switching applications �as opposed
to displays� are not yet widely available, particularly
not yet with large pixel count, we demonstrated our
approach experimentally using a liquid-crystal SLM.
For a truly large time-delay device, supporting thou-
sands of beams and thousands of delays, a MEM
device will provide lower loss, lower cross talk, insen-
sitivity to polarization, and higher reliability.

We begin our discussion of the White cell approach
to optical TTD by briefly reviewing the White cell
�more detailed discussions can be found in Refs. 22
and 23). Then we show how to adapt the White cell
to TTDs. In Section 3 we discuss the design process,
and in Section 4 we describe the experimental appa-
ratus. Section 5 contains experimental measure-
ments, and in Section 6 we provide a summary and
conclusions.

2. White Cell and Its Use in Time Delays

A. White Cell

The optical TTD device we describe is based on the
White cell, the operation of which we review briefly
here. The White cell was developed in the 1940s for
optical spectroscopy, in which long paths through
weakly absorbing gases were required.22,24 The
White cell consists of three spherical mirrors, all hav-
ing the same radius of curvature, arranged as shown
in Fig. 1�a�. The mirror on the right �A� has its
center of curvature CC�A� located in the plane of the
other two mirrors, B and C, between those two mir-
rors. The centers of curvature of mirrors B and C
are located on the surface of mirror A, as shown in
Fig. 1�b�, and are separated by a distance �.

A beam is introduced into the cell as a spot on an
input turning mirror in the plane of mirror A. The
light is directed to mirror B and will in general di-
verge. Mirror B images the input spot to a new spot
on mirror A, located on the opposite side and an equal
distance from Bs center of curvature �labeled CC�B��.
We call that image spot the first bounce.

Mirror A, however, images light from mirror B onto
mirror C. This is a nice feature of the White cell
because all the light from B necessarily appears on C,
and thus no light is lost to diffraction or truncation.
Thus the light goes next to mirror C.

Meanwhile, spot 1 is an object for mirror C and is
refocused to a new image back on mirror A on the
opposite side of CC�C�. This is bounce two. Mirror
A again images the light returning from mirror C
back onto mirror B.

This process continues, forming a set of spots on
mirror A as indicated in Fig. 1�b�. In general a given
input beam generates a spot pattern in two rows.
The number of spots or bounces is determined by the

tilts of mirrors B and C—that is, where their centers
of curvature are located, along with the overall size of
mirror A.

Recalling that we will need a separate light beam
for each antenna element, we look for ways to intro-
duce more beams. One solution is shown in Fig.
2�a�. Here the three different shapes represent
three different light beams. Each traces out a
unique spot pattern on mirror A. In Subsection 2.B
we replace this mirror with a SLM, so the reader will
anticipate that these spots will be mapped to pixels
and that each light beam can be controlled on each
bounce. In fact, depending on the separation be-
tween the spots in a given row, it is possible to also
circulate multiple beams in each row as can be seen
in Fig. 2�b�. Here the bounce pattern for 33 input
spots �in three columns and 11 rows� is shown. Each
of the 33 input beams strikes a unique set of places on
mirror A.

B. Adapting the White Cell to Time Delay

In a traditional White cell, a beam bounces a given
number of times in the cell and thus experiences a
fixed time delay. To change the delay time, we fix
the number of bounces, but we switch between paths
of different lengths on each bounce. As foreshad-
owed above, to do the switching we replace spherical
mirror A with a �flat� SLM to reflect the light and add

Fig. 1. �a� White cell consists of three spherical mirrors all of the
same radius of curvature. A spot enters the cell through an input
turning mirror. �b� The White cell produces a spot pattern on
mirror A. Mirror B images the input spot to spot 1, and mirror C
images spot 1 to spot 2. Even spot numbers increase to the right,
and odd spot numbers increase to the left.
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a lens to provide the focusing property of the curved
mirror This is shown in Fig. 3�a�. Optically such an
arrangement is still a White cell.

Let us take the SLM to be a reflective liquid-crystal
type. We align the device such that each spot lands
on a unique pixel. Then the polarization of each
beam can be changed on each bounce. We add a
polarizing beams splitter �PBS� to direct the beam
into different paths based on its current polarization
state.

Next, to make alternate paths of different lengths,
we add a second pair of White cell mirrors as shown
in Fig. 3�b�. A second White cell consists of mirrors
E and F and the SLM–lens combination. We also
added another lens to the arm containing mirror F,
which we discuss below. In this case the White cell
mirrors �E and F� have different radii of curvature,
but their centers of curvature are both still located on
the SLM. �Technically it is the images of their cen-
ters of curvature, through lens f2, that are on the
SLM.� The �image of � the center of curvature of mir-
ror E is superimposed on that of mirror B, and the
center of curvature of mirror F is superimposed on

that of mirror C. The lens f3 is required because a
single lens f2 cannot place the center of curvature
images of both E and F on the same plane. With the
centers of curvature of the corresponding White cell
mirrors superimposed, a beam will trace the same
spot pattern on mirror A, regardless of whether its
path is BCBC . . . , EFEF . . . , BFEC . . . .

Next let us consider the distances. The transit
time for a beam to go from the SLM to mirror E and
back to the SLM �one round trip� is longer than the
transit time to B or C by some time increment �.
The round-trip time through mirror F is longer yet by
some amount to be chosen, as we show below. The
operation of the TTD cell is as follows.

The number of bounces is fixed at some number m.
If the SLM is addressed such that a given beam’s

Fig. 2. �a� Additional beams can be introduced into the White cell,
and each traces a unique spot pattern. �b� The input beams can
enter in an array, but each beam still strikes a unique set of spots.

Fig. 3. To implement switching, we modified the White cell �a� by
replacing mirror A with a liquid-crystal SLM and a lens �f1� to
create a White cell in which the polarization can be switched on
any bounce for any beam. �b� To form the quadratic cell, a polar-
izing beam splitter is added to direct the light to alternate White
cell mirrors E and F. The distances to E and F are different than
to B and C, thus introducing time delays.
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polarization is never changed, the light travels in the
path SLM–B–SLM–C–SLM–B . . . . This is the short-
est path that a beam can travel, and the time it takes
to do it m times is common to all beams. This time
bias affects all antenna elements equally and does
not contribute to antenna steering; it is, in effect,
subtracted out. We call this a delay of zero.

If, however, the polarization is switched on a given
bounce, the beam is directed into the EF White cell.
The beam can visit either mirror E or F depending on
whether this happens to be an even- or odd-numbered
bounce. Suppose the light is sent to mirror E, and
that on the following bounce the polarization is
switched back. Then after 20 bounces, the beam will
have gone to mirror E one time and incurred a delay
of � relative to a beam that goes only to B and C.
The beam can be sent to mirror E only on every other
bounce or at most m�2 times. Thus delays up to
�m�2�� can be obtained with mirror E. Actually, it is
one less than this, �m�2 � 1��, because the light is
constrained to go to mirror B first from the input
turning mirror.

Let us now suppose that the arm containing mirror
F is made longer than B or C by one more than the
maximum �m�2 � 1�� or �m�2��. The beam can
visit F at most m�2 times as well. We therefore
obtain the maximum delay by visiting mirror E for a
delay of � at every opportunity �m�2 � 1 times� and
mirror F at every opportunity �m�2 times� for a delay
of �m�2�� each time. The total number of possible
different delays N is then

N � ��m
2 ��m

2 � � �m
2

� 1�� � ��m
2 �2

� �m
2 � � 1� .

(1)

Any integer delay from 0 to N can be obtained with
the proper combination of trips to mirrors B, C, E,
and F.

We call this cell quadratic because the number of
delays obtainable is proportional to the square of the
number of bounces. This distinguishes this design
from other linear designs discussed in Ref. 23.

It should be emphasized that the size of the time-
delay increment � can be arbitrarily small—the delay
is the difference between two paths, not the length of
any particular path. Thus long and short delays are
equally easy to implement with this design.

3. Design of the Quadratic True Time-Delay Device

In this section we discuss our actual design and the
process used to obtain it. First, we folded the long-
est White cell arm �the one containing mirror F� as
shown in Fig. 4. Here we replaced lens f3 with a
spherical mirror F�. Second, we added one addi-
tional lens f4. This lens is placed at a plane conju-
gate to the SLM, so the spot pattern from the SLM is
reproduced at this plane. In this way, we can move
the input and output turning mirror to this image
plane rather than have it next to the SLM as it was
in Fig. 3. This modification was advantageous from
a fixturing point of view because the turning mirror

must be in the plane of the spots, and the SLM hous-
ing is in practice too bulky to allow this. Finally, we
folded the path of the longest arm again using a flat
mirror.

We chose a 1-ns time-delay increment of � 	 1 ns.
This means that the round-trip path to mirror E from
the SLM should be 300 mm longer than the path to B
or C. To set the distance to F we must fix the num-
ber of bounces m, which was chosen to be ten. Thus
the path to F �through F� and lens f3� should be �m�
2 
 1�� or 6 ns �1.8 m� longer than the null path.

There are several imaging conditions that must be
satisfied for the device to operate as a White cell:

1. The SLM must be imaged on itself by mirror B.
It must almost image onto itself through each of the
C, E, and the F�–f4–F routes.

2. Mirror B must image onto mirror C through
the SLM.

3. Mirror E must image onto mirror F through
the SLM �and F� and f4�.

4. Mirror B must image onto mirror F through
the SLM �and F� and f4�.

5. Mirror C must image onto mirror E through
the SLM.

6. The SLM images onto lens f4 to produce a spot
pattern there. �This last condition is not required
but was a design choice.�

Figure 5 shows the first and second conditions. In
Fig. 5�a� the SLM images onto itself through one of
the White cell mirrors �for example, B�, and Fig. 5�b�
shows B imaging onto C through the SLM.

Using these six imaging conditions, we can design
the cell. For example, the second condition requires
that the separation dB between mirror B and lens f1

Fig. 4. In our apparatus, the longest path is folded for compact-
ness, and a new image plane of the SLM is introduced to facilitate
inputting the beams.
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should be equal to the focal length f1. By choosing
the size of the PBS and knowing its refractive index,
allowing a little distance dSLM between the PBS and
the SLM for fixturing ease, and choosing a standard
catalog lens f1, we can choose a reasonable radius of
curvature for mirror B. We followed this process
using ray matrices and thin-lens approximations.
Once the radius of B was found, a standard catalog
value close to that was chosen and the distances ad-
justed to maintain the imaging conditions. The arm
containing mirror C is identical to that of mirror B.
Recall that the overall length of the B–C White cell is
arbitrary and does not contribute to the time delays.

A similar procedure can be used to design the arm
containing mirror E; however, there is the additional
constraint of requiring the total length of arm E to be
150 mm �half of a 1-ns round-trip time� longer than
the total length of arm B.

The folded arm containing mirror F is also straight-
forward to design. Mirror F� can be chosen the same
as mirror E and placed in that same plane. The
image of the SLM appears at lens f4, and mirror F is
conjugate to mirror F�. In Fig. 4 the magnification of
the SLM image would be �1. However, we modified
this arrangement as shown in Fig. 6. We demag-
nified the SLM image somewhat, which reduces the
required size of lens f4 and allows the lens to be
moved closer to the main axis of the device. This
means that the angle of the fold is reduced, thus
decreasing the astigmatism. This design change
places mirror F� a little behind the plane of mirror E.

Then the combination of lens f4 and mirror F is cho-
sen to satisfy the remaining imaging conditions �3
and 4� as well as the requirement that this path is 6
ns longer than the path with mirror B or C. It is still
the case that the SLM is conjugate to the input plane
�containing lens f4� and that mirror F� is conjugate to
mirror F. Figure 6 gives all the final design dis-
tances, lens focal lengths, and mirror radii of curva-
ture.

A ray trace is also shown in Fig. 6. The solid lines
represent a spot on the lower edge of the MEM array
being reimaged to a new spot near the top. Note
that the same new spots reform whether the light
goes to mirror C or to mirror F. From there, the
dotted lines shown the rays going to the next image,
which is the same whether the light goes to B or E.

4. Experimental Apparatus

Here we describe an experimental apparatus and
present our time-delay data, along with loss and cross
talk.

The input source for our experimental apparatus
was a diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser emitting at 1319
nm, as shown in Fig. 7. The laser has a polarization-
maintaining fiber output that was coupled to a Mach–
Zehnder intensity modulator to modulate the rf
signal onto the beam. We then divided the modu-
lated optical signal using a 1�8 power fiber splitter
�also polarization maintaining�. Four of these out-
puts were connected to the input leads of a 1�4 fiber
V-groove array. The other four outputs were di-
verted to another experiment. The fibers in the
V-groove array had a pitch of 250 �m, matching the
pixel pitch of the SLM. The SLM was a 256-element
liquid-crystal SLM.

The time-delay part of the apparatus is shown in
the lower part of Fig. 7. Not all the TTD cell is
shown. The SLM was a 16�16 array of 100-�m-
square pixels. At a 250-�m pitch, the overall image
size of the SLM was 4 mm by 4 mm. The liquid-
crystal material was ferroelectric, and the pixels were
direct driven. The device was designed to operate at
1319 nm. The reflective backplane was gold. The
front of the SLM was coated with a transparent con-
ductor �indium tin oxide�.

The fast and slow axes of the liquid crystal were
parallel to the sides of the array. Because our laser
light was polarized vertically, we used a half-wave
plate ��2� to rotate our light polarization by 45° to
excite both eigenpolarizations of the SLM.

The input spots from the four fibers were imaged
onto the input turning mirror for introduction into
the White cell. The image size was doubled, placing
the input spots on a 500-�m pitch. This meant that
we used every other pixel on the SLM, but we also
doubled the spot size to approximately 20 �m. This
was done to lower the power per area and avoid dam-
aging the SLM.

For input and output, we used a power-dividing
beam splitter to direct the returning light to a high-
speed photodetector �diameter of 25 �m�. In prac-
tice a separate output turning mirror would avoid the

Fig. 5. Two main imaging conditions in a White cell are that �a�
the SLM must image onto itself through each of the White cell
mirrors �B is shown�, and �b� each White cell mirror must image
back onto each of two other White cell mirrors through the SLM.
The case for B imaging on C is shown. B and C are in the same
plane.
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excess loss of the beam splitter, but in our case the
power level was quite high. Thus we simply reused
the input path. Also, we placed a detector at only
one of the four output spots to measure time delays,
loss, and cross talk. A diode array would be required
to measure multiple beams simultaneously.

5. Experimental Results

A. Alignment

The cell was designed to operate with ten bounces.
Recall that the number of times a beam bounces in
the cell is determined by the positions of the centers
of curvature of the various White cell mirrors �B, C, E,
and F�. By adjusting these, we demonstrated up to
18 bounces before the losses became too great to ob-
serve them. Alignment in a White cell is simple
because once the 18th bounce is aligned on the proper
pixel, all the preceding bounces are necessarily
aligned as well.

We had difficulty maintaining this alignment over
long periods of time because of the low-cost spring-
type mirror mounts we used. Over the course of a
day these would sag and shift enough to spoil the
alignment. Therefore, when measuring time delays,
a process that takes some time to set up and do, we
were restricted to a four-bounce pattern.

B. Time Delays

We measured the time delays using a network ana-
lyzer. The rf was swept from 2 to 12 GHz and mod-
ulated onto the input beams. Figure 8�a� shows the
reference beam. In our experiment, this beam was
directed such that it went back and forth between
White cell arms E and F only; thus it experienced the
longest possible time delay. Figure 8�b� shows the
result when the beam is switched to mirror B one
time �thus avoiding one trip to mirror E�. This beam
arrives at the output 1 ns earlier than the reference.

Fig. 6. Final White cell design for a time-delay increment of 1 ns. A ray trace shows how a spot from the SLM images to another spot
through any of the arms B, C, E, or F. Solid lines, SLM images onto itself through either C or F; dotted lines, SLM images onto itself either
through B or E.
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Similarly, a beam directed to mirror C one time
avoids one trip to F and thus arrives at the output 6
ns earlier. Thus all the appropriate time delays
were demonstrated along with the ability to switch
between them.

C. Loss

We measured the output power after each bounce and
found a loss per bounce of 1.06 dB �optical, not elec-
trical�. This loss is quite high, as is to be expected
from a liquid-crystal-based cell. Most of the loss, 0.6
dB, results from the SLM, the primary contribution
coming from the transparent conductor �5%�. A sig-
nificant contributor was also the gold, at approxi-
mately 97% reflectivity at 1.3 �m. The Fresnel
reflections from other layers in the SLM �such as the
antireflection-coated glass� and the loss in the liquid-
crystal material itself are negligible. After the SLM,
the next largest contributor was the PBS, at approx-
imately 0.25 dB�pass �we used an ordinary broad-
band cube beam splitter�. The range of incident
angles in our White cell was not large enough to make
the losses vary from bounce to bounce. Each beam,
however, passes through the beam splitter twice on
every bounce. Thus the SLM and PBS together con-
tribute an expected 1.1 dB�bounce; the mirrors and
lenses are negligible. Clearly a better SLM is
needed, the most likely candidate being MEM mirror
arrays, whose loss is expected to be below 0.1 dB�
bounce.

Note that the loss we encountered compares favor-
ably to a total worst-case loss of 1.17 dB predicted
from the losses at each surface. Because our worst-

case prediction excluded diffraction, and because we
beat the worst-case prediction, we conclude that dif-
fraction losses are small. We emphasize that low
diffraction loss is a natural result of the White cell
configuration, which avoids diffraction losses by re-
peated imaging of one mirror to another.

In our apparatus we took the output directly from
a photodetector, but in a phased-array radar the sig-
nal processing can be done remotely, requiring a fiber
link. Thus there will be additional loss coupling
from the White cell spots into the fiber. In this case,
we can assume that the input spots also come from
the fiber, and thus the fiber mode is repetitively re-
imaged. As long as the magnification is unity, and
the spots are much less than the pixel size to avoid
truncation effects, the coupling loss is not affected by
passage through the White cell. We demonstrated
this in the laboratory for a simple White cell �no
SLM�. We compared the coupling efficiency from
the White cell free-space output spot to a single-mode
fiber with the coupling efficiency going from a fiber to
a collimated beam back into the fiber. The losses
were identical to within experimental error �1.9 dB �
0.02 dB�.

Finally, we comment that the losses we measured
are also impacted by the polarization cross talk, dis-
cussed in Subsection 5.D.

D. Cross Talk

There are two types of cross talk of interest in this
device. One is the intraelement cross talk, which
occurs when the polarization is not completely pure.
�In a MEM-based device, the only intraelement cross
talk would result from scattering or beam diver-
gences larger than the MEM tilt angle.� This results
in some light traveling to the wrong arm of the dual
White cell, meaning that some of the light arrives at
the correct antenna element of the phased-array ra-
dar but arrives at the wrong time. We measured
high cross talk of this type—approximately 50%.
This turned out to be because the SLM vendors gen-
erally expect the user to switch polarizations, but
discard one of the beams and keep the other. Thus
they provided excellent extinction �100:1� for one po-
larization. The other is extinguished only approxi-
mately 50%, accounting for our cross-talk results.
We, on the other hand, keep and reuse both beams.
Had we adequately specified our extinction require-
ments, the liquid crystal could have been designed for
good extinction for both polarizations.

The second type of cross talk is interelement cross
talk, which results when light from one pixel leaks
onto a pixel belonging to the spot pattern of another
light beam. In this case, some of the light arrives at
the wrong output. Recall that in our setup we were
using every other pixel. We interlaced the spots in
such a way as to bring neighboring light beams onto
adjacent pixels, and we found a cross talk of �11 dB.
This resulted from the rather large feet of the input
beams in our apparatus and could be reduced further
by better design of the input optics.

Another consequence of the large feet that could

Fig. 7. Experimental input optics and measurement apparatus.
Light from a 1319-nm Nd:YAG laser is modulated with a
frequency-swept rf signal. The light is divided into four input
beams by a fiber splitter, and the fiber output faces are imaged onto
the input turning mirror. The output beams are separated with a
power-dividing beam splitter and sent to rf photodetectors. The
demodulated rf signals are measured with a network analyzer, and
the time delays are determined.
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potentially have contributed to both types of cross-
talk results from the gold backplane of the SLM.
Figure 9 shows the backplane pattern of the SLM in
the neighborhood of a pixel. The feet will extend
onto the backplane and be reflected back into the
apparatus, but the polarization state is controlled
only in the pixel area. The light from the feet is in
an undetermined polarization state and can go into
both White cells. If that light is not precisely reim-
aged on the backplane again, it can eventually leak
onto a pixel and be delivered to an antenna element.

6. Discussion and Summary

We have presented the design and demonstration of
a quadratic optical TTD device, for phased-array ra-
dar antennas, based on the White cell. Quadratic
means that the number of delays that can be obtained
is proportional to the square of the number of
bounces, an improvement over our previous linear
design. There is one input beam per antenna ele-
ment in the array, and each beam bounces a fixed
number of times in the apparatus. The device con-
tains two White cells, and the arms of the cells are of
varying lengths. A SLM is used to switch between
the paths, thus varying the time it takes a given
beam to transit the cell. In our experiment we used
a liquid-crystal SLM because of its availability. As
mentioned above, there are two criteria by which the
performance of a TTD device is measured. One is
the number of light beams that can be supported—at
one light beam per antenna element, more beams
means a larger antenna array and thus a better qual-
ity radar beam that can be delivered. The number of
light beams that can be handled in a single White cell
device is determined by the number of pixels avail-
able on the SLM and the number of bounces.

The other performance criterion is the number of
different delays that can be provided. In the qua-
dratic cell the number of delays obtainable is propor-
tional to the square of the number of bounces a given
beam makes in the cell. The number of bounces is
set by the designer and, in practice, will be limited by
the tolerable loss. If there are M light beams each
making m bounces, then the number of pixels re-
quired is M�m. A 256�256 element SLM would
support 3276 beams making 20 bounces each, or a
3276-element phased-array radar with 109 different
delays.

Fig. 8. Experimental time-delay data for several delays. (a) The
beam goes to A and F every time, and incurs the longest delay. This
is our reference delay. (b) The beam goes to E one time fewer and
arrives at the output 1 ns earlier. (c) The beam goes to F one time
fewer and arrives 6 ns earlier. (d) The beam goes to E and F one
time fewer each and arrives at the output 7 ns earlier.

Fig. 9. Gold backplane pattern of the SLM can introduce cross
talk. When a beam overlaps onto the backplane, it is reflected but
in an undetermined polarization state.
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Arrays typically have anywhere from fewer than 10
elements to thousands of antennas, so 3000 beams is
satisfactory. A hundred delays, however, are in gen-
eral not enough. Often several hundred or a thou-
sand delays are required. With an increase in the
number of bounces to 50, for example, the number of
delays can be increased with the quadratic cell to 649
delays. The loss, however, is prohibitive with cur-
rent liquid-crystal-based SLMs. We predicted and
measured losses over 1 dB�bounce, which is almost
entirely due to material losses in the SLM and the
PBS. Better beam splitters can certainly be ob-
tained, but the loss of the SLM is not expected to
improve significantly. A better approach would be
to replace the liquid-crystal SLM with a MEM mi-
cromirror device, which also removes the need for the
beam splitter. The problem of loss reduction is then
shifted from the liquid-crystal SLM community to the
MEM community, which is optimistic about its abil-
ity to comply. A target of 0.1 dB�bounce of MEM
loss would allow 60 bounces, or 929 different delays
with approximately 10 dB of total loss. If 3 dB for
fiber coupling are allowed, then with the remaining 7
dB of a 10-dB loss budget, there could be 42 bounces
or 461 delays.

We also found a high level of cross talk, which arose
from imperfect extinction of the two polarizations.
In one liquid-crystal state, the extinction was excel-
lent, but not in the other. This could be improved
with a different design of liquid crystal, but a SLM
not based on polarization switching would be prefer-
able.

The loss plus the cross-talk issues clearly point to
an alternative SLM such as a MEM micromirror ar-
ray instead of liquid-crystal-based SLMs. One ar-
chitecture for a quadratic cell with a MEM device is
shown in Fig. 10. We assume here a micromirror
array in which the mirrors can tilt to one of two stable
positions at ��. When the micromirrors are all

tipped to ��, the light circulates in the White cell
formed by mirrors A, B, lens 1, and the MEM device.
If, on a given bounce, a pixel is tipped to 
�, then
light goes to either E or F, depending on whether it is
coming from C or B. We will report on MEM-based
White cell TTD devices in a future paper.

Although there is a large number of spots in the
White cell, alignment is not difficult to achieve, rely-
ing as it does on only the placement of the centers of
curvature of the four spherical mirrors. We demon-
strated that the low-cost spring-type mounts com-
monly used are not sufficient to maintain this
alignment over time, but use of better quality mirror
mounts such as are used for interferometry and ho-
lography would fix this problem. A fivefold improve-
ment in stability over the spring-type general-
purpose mirror mounts would be required to
maintain alignment of 20 spots.

The White cell is an attractive architecture because
the alignment is simple, and diffraction losses are
negligible. A large number of input beams can be
handled simultaneously in a compact space. The
fact that the delays incurred depending on the differ-
ence in length between alternative paths means that
long and short delays are equally easy to implement.
The paths can be folded for compactness, and the
component count is small, making this a potentially
inexpensive, reliable, and physically small device.
By use of a MEM micromirror chip as the SLM, most
of the loss and all the polarization dependence can be
eliminated, making this approach competitive.

This research was based on ideas developed jointly
with Stuart A. Collins of the Ohio State University.
Many thanks to Bradley D. Stone for help with the
figures.
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